High Expectations for
All Students?

Special Education Services

A Toolkit for
Charting the Course

Introduction
Individual buildings need to ensure that all students are meeting the mission, vision and belief
statements of Deer Valley Unified School District. This booklet is a toolkit to help schools
accomplish that. The principal and administrative staff are the building leaders to make sure
this is accomplished.
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) says that students with disabilities,
regardless of placement, must have access to the general curriculum (what nondisabled students are learning), spend as much time as possible with students without disabilities and make
academic progress. In Deer Valley USD, we have work to do to accomplish this.
Having students with disabilities in the general classroom requires a different approach when
deciding what staff are needed and how to design their day to best support students. Ensuring
that students have access to the general curriculum and make academic progress also requires
more innovative approaches.
This booklet gives a blueprint as well as a toolkit for:
• designing classroom teaching to meet diverse needs of students;
• determining what personnel support needs each student has;
• scheduling all students in a building to make sure their needs are met;
• determining personnel needs; and
• making a schedule for each staff designed around meeting student needs.
A major focus will be on determining if changes in teaching methods, environment or curricular
expectations can help a student succeed rather than removing them for individual instruction.
One of the reasons for this focus is that there are students without disabilities who are failing or
struggling with academics. By focusing on how to help students become engaged in the work,
we can help many more students succeed. The forms and questionnaires included in this workbook will help schools think through the process.
We encourage each school to approach this planning thoughtfully and collaboratively because
these changes will affect the entire school, not just special education. By thinking through how
to best use personnel and resources, we can achieve incredible results for students.
If you need assistance, please call us at (623) 445-4943. We look forward to working with you
to create better schools for all students.
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What is Inclusive Education?
Inclusive education means that the doors
to regular schools, classrooms and school
activities are open to every child and they are
afforded every opportunity to be included
with their nondisabled peers.

a certain category or classification. When
students with disabilities have the same
chance to be part of
school activities, then
education is inclusive.

Done right, inclusive education is almost
invisible. Children with disabilities are
not clustered into groups of persons with
similar disabilities, so there are no rooms
labeled “Learning Disabilities,” “Resource,”
“Emotionally Disturbed,” “Speech” or
“Trainable.” Instead, special education
students get the supports they need in the
same classrooms they would attend if they
did not have a disability. Special education
teachers are team teaching students with and
without disabilities together. Inclusive schools
may have “Learning Center” classrooms
where students receive special help such as
small group instruction, 1-to-1 instruction,
pre-teaching or skill building activities.
General education students may come to
the Learning Centers with special education
students if they have the same academic need
for pre-teaching, taking tests or skill building.
The focus is on giving every child the help
they need to learn.

Think about ice cream
shops. Some people
know what they want
from the moment they
come through the
door, while others like
to taste new flavors or try new combinations.
There are no separate shops, segregated
counters or special sales people for customers
who prefer chocolate or want extra scoops.
Everyone comes through the same door,
orders at the same counter, is exposed to all
the ice cream shop has to offer and has the
opportunity to try new flavors. The age, size,
or other characteristics of the customers is not
important. What is important is that everyone
is welcome to come in, everyone is allowed
a taste before they buy, and, in the end,
everyone gets ice cream.

Inclusive education does not mean students
with disabilities are in every school activity.
No child, disabled or not, is included in
everything. Some students are on the football
team, while others join the math or drama
club. Unless they are members of both clubs,
math club members are not included in
drama club events or football practices, and
the football team doesn’t show up for drama
club. The same is true for academics with
some avoiding science while others take every
science course available. Each student, based
on what they enjoy, chooses to limit their
activities in some areas and spend more time
in others. But no student is denied the chance
to participate or choose because they fall into

Schools need to be more like ice cream shops.
All kids should be welcome, encouraged to
try new things, have every opportunity to
reach their full potential and all kids should
learn.
If we want schools to be as welcoming to
all children as ice cream shops, DVUSD has
work to do.
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A Checklist for School Excellence
How does your school rate?
____ 1. Are students with disabilities in the classroom they would attend if they did not have a
disability?
____ 2. Are the individual needs of all students met with the resources that each student needs?
____ 3. Does the school believe that all students will learn and make progress?
____ 4. Do general education and special education teachers and support staff plan and work
together to help students who are struggling?
____ 5. Do administrators encourage general and special educators and departments to plan
and work together to help students?
____ 6. Are students with disabilities included in all school activities (field trips, pep rallies,
clubs, extracurricular activities)?
____ 7. Are the support services for a student changed as his/her needs change?
____ 8. Are students with disabilities included in the same state and local testings and
assessments as students without disabilities?
____ 9. Are students with disabilities learning from the general curriculum for their age and
grade?
____10. When evaluated, are teachers being held accountable for differentiated instruction,
accommodations and modifications that help their students learn and succeed?
____11. Are all students expected to show one year’s growth in reading? How is one year’s
growth determined for each student?
____12. Are teachers teaching to meet the needs of students at all levels of learning (high ability,
average and struggling)?
____13. Do all staff in the building know what inclusive education means?
____14. Do all staff in the building know how to deliver supports and services for students that
will enable all students to reach high expectations? If not, where do they go for help?
____15. Do building staff have opportunities to grow professionally by learning strategies to
meet the needs of varying levels of students?
____16. Is the General Education Intervention Team (GEIT) used to problem-solve needed
changes for students that need help or supports in class?
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Start with Class Size
If we are truly committed
to achievement for all
students, then we must also
be realistic about
class size. How
many students
can a teacher have
and still be able to
teach effectively? What often
happens is that teachers who are
willing to take students with
disabilities or those who are
“difficult” get several of them
or the ones most challenging to teach. These
teachers burn out in a few years. Instead, all
teachers should have a balanced class that
takes into account the amount of teacher time
required to serve that student -- whether the
student has disabilities or not.
In addition, teachers who have a difficult class
one year should have an easy one the next. By
rotating the work load, teachers will be more
effective -- and last longer!
You can determine class size, by using a
matrix (see Appendix A). It is used for all
students, not just those with disabilities. It is
important to use it for all students because
many students without disabilities struggle
and need additional help from the teacher
to learn. In fact, some students without
disabilities require more teacher time than
students with disabilities. Regardless of
disability, the matrix looks at student need.
A student who requires additional support is
counted as though she or he is equal to more
than one child. A student with only a few
support needs might count as one student
while a student with more intense needs
would count as two students and a student
with significant needs would count as three
students. This helps take into account the
specific student’s needs as well as the extra

time and effort the student may require from
the teacher.
What this means in practical terms is that a
teacher who would normally have 18 students
in a classroom could have 15 “average”
students and 1 student with high needs. The
student counts as 3 students because of the
intensity of his needs. While only having 16
students physically present in the classroom,
the teacher’s workload is still the equivalent
of the 18 students she is expected to have. It
is recommended that the matrix be used for
all students. This would take into account
students without disabilities who require
extra teacher time and effort and who also
need to count as more than one child.
This is not policy but can be used as a tool
for looking at teacher needs for the next
school year. This is good data for principals or
their assistants in making class assignments
for the upcoming school year.
Questions about the matrix or how to use
it? Call Student Support Services at (623)
445-4943.

Nailing Down Needed Changes
• Does your school use the matrix to
determine class size and teacher workload?
• Do all teachers share equally in the work
load or do some teachers always get the
most challenging students every year?
• Are students with disabilities clustered
together rather than being equally distributed among teachers?
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How are classes chosen?
All students should be educated together as
much as possible. The basic rule of thumb is
that students should be with age-appropriate
peers in the class they would be in if they did
not have a disability. Don’t set up separate
classes for students with disabilities. Use the
general classes available to all other students
and make any needed changes to teaching
methods to make it successful.
People often think that including students in
specials (PE, Art, Music, etc.) is easy and that
keeping them in class for academics is harder.
This is not always true. Many students do fine
in academics but have difficulty with PE and
Music because of the noise level. Students
who have difficulty sitting and listening may
not do well with Art and Music because of the
amount of time taken up with lecture. Students who dislike getting their hands dirty or
who have fine motor problems don’t always
enjoy Art. For students with behavior issues,
the amount of structure in the class, teacher’s
management style or the amount of distraction could be causing the behavior.
Changing the teaching
method or providing
accommodations or
modifications, can help
not just the student with
disabilities, but other
students who are struggling with the same
concepts or methods.
At the high school level, the Academic Planning Guide needs to be written to make it
clear all students have access to all classes.
Having separate classes for students based
on disability is illegal under 3 federal laws
-- the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973 and the Americans with Disabilities Act.

While most decisions about which classes
students will take will be done in their Individual Education Plan (IEP), schools must
have classes for the IEP Team to consider. It
is illegal if the only choices are classes just for
students with disabilities.
As part of good planning for older students,
there should be a long-range plan for what
classes they will take. School counselors
already do this type of planning with general education students and need to include
special education students. One approach for
students with disabilities is called PersonCentered Planning (see Additional Resources
for more information). It focuses on what the
student is interested in and what they want to
do after school. The courses they will take in
9th through 12th grade, are chosen after finding out the student’s interests.
Schools also need to make sure IEP goals can
be carried out in the classes students are in.
See Appendix B for a sample IEP and schedule showing which goals are done in each
class.
Not sure how to set up classes to be compliant with the federal laws? Need help
with Person-Centered Planning? Call the
Special Education Department at (623) 4454943 and ask for help.
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Nailing Down Needed
Changes
• Does your school have any classes only
for students with disabilities?
• Are the IEP Teams making sure there is
a match between IEP goals, classes taken
and needs of students?
• Is there a 4 year plan for all high school
students?
• Are students with disabilities automatically slotted into classes (Life Skills)?
• Are there classes that are not open to
students with disabilities?
• Are students with moderate, severe or
profound disabilities automatically put
in a special education class from which
they visit general education classes? If
so, why are they not assigned to classes
in the same way as general education
students?
• Are schedules fluid enough that students
can attend only part of a class?
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How is the class taught?
Many times we assume students with disabilities need to be in separate classes when the
real issue is they need to be taught in a different way or respond in a different way.
The average class will have students two or
more grade levels behind, students at grade
level and students who are two or more
grade levels ahead. Many times student
needs can be met by using accommodations
and/or modifications. Students do not have to
have disabilities or an IEP to receive accommodations or modifications in the general
education classroom. The General Education
Intervention Team (GEIT) is the starting point
for determining what kind of help students
without disabilities need.
Accommodations mean the student is
expected to learn the same curricular content.
But the student may be taught in a different
way or allowed to respond or test in a different way.
Modifications are used when the student is
expected to learn less or different curricular
content. This could require the modification
of assignments, tests, worksheets, and other
materials in the classroom. Modifications can
include advanced content for gifted students
or less content for struggling students.
Differentiated instruction (see Additional
Resources) is often the key to helping students learn because it requires different things
from students. It can be a powerful tool for
any class. (See Appendix C for a Unit Planning Form.)
How do you decide when changes in the
classroom, teaching method or student
response method are needed? See the next
page for some thought provoking questions.
See Appendix D for a list of accommodations

that can be used with
any student, ideas
for presenting information and getting
student response and
planning teaching
units.
Need more help? Call Special Education Services at (623) 445-4943. We will work with
individual teachers, groups of teachers or the
entire faculty.

Nailing Down Needed Changes
• Have teachers been trained in differentiated instruction and/or accommodations and modifications? If not, is there
a growth plan and/or inservice development?
• Are teachers providing documentation
of accommodations and modifications?
Does the data show it is effective?
• Are teachers looking at data to drive and
adjust instruction?
• Are teachers using differentiated instruction for all students? Do lesson plans
show this?
• Are general and special educators scheduled to have planning time together to
plan for accommodations and modifications for students?
• Are all general education teachers given
accommodation sheets and IEP goals for
the students they teach?
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Does the teaching method need to change?
1. Are there students in the class who are struggling to learn or have
mastery of grade level content?
2. Do students get additional help if they are struggling?
3. Are there optional ways to do assigned tasks and homework (i.e., if a student can’t write
what is the alternative for a writing assignment)?
4. Are there other tasks, which students might find more exciting and inviting, that would
result in more students’ learning or some students’ learning more?
5. Do you change or repackage the work to make it more interesting to students?
6. Do you change the content or assignments if students are struggling or uninterested?
7. If students don’t do well during whole class lecture, is there another way to give them the
information?
8. If students are unable to answer orally, are there other ways for them to participate?
9. If students can’t stay through the entire class, is there a way for them to get what they
missed?
10. If a student works poorly alone, can the work be done in small groups?
11. Are small groups set up so that every member, regardless of ability, contributes in a meaningful way?
12. Do you take student interests into account when developing units of work, creating tasks or
designing assignments?
13. Do you use activities, tasks and assignments that engage students who do not care about
the subject?
14. Do you use a wide range of media, presentation formats and materials to appeal to students
with different learning styles and ways of thinking?
15. Do you help failing students who are not identified as needing special education?
16. Do students have sufficient support to practice or work on their own?
17. Are tasks and assignments connected to things the student already knows and enjoys?
18. Do general and special education teachers plan and problem solve together to help students?
19. Are the activities for students tied to the curriculum and to standards?
20. Is the classroom set up to help students focus and prevent behaviors?
21. Is the transition from one activity to another smooth? Are you teaching classroom routines?
22. Are teachers using differentiated strategies (flexible grouping, tiered assignments)?
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Learning Centers
Some students may need to be out of the
general classroom for part of the day for preteaching, additional practice, remedial help, small
group work or individual
instruction. The amount
of time a special education student is out of the
general classroom must be
decided by the IEP Team
and written into the student’s IEP.
Where do students go when they are out of
the general classroom? There should be a
Learning Center in each school but this need
not be done away from students with disabilities. Learning Centers should be used for
all students in the building who need additional help. DVUSD plans to have Learning
Centers in each school by the 2008-09 school
year. See Appendix E-1
In order to effectively use the Learning
Center, schools must plan well. The focus is
not just on removing the student from class,
but on what they need to learn while out. Ask
these questions:
• Why can’t the skill be taught in the
general classroom? Can changes be
made so it could be taught there?
• While the student is out, she or
he misses what is going on in the
general classroom. How do you help
the student catch up on what she or
he missed?
• How will skills learned in the
Learning Center help the student
spend MORE time in the general
classroom?
Under the law general education students
may benefit from special education as long

as the needs of students with special education are met. This “incidental benefit” lets
schools include general education students in
the Learning Center with students who have
IEPs. Look for students who have similar
goals or struggle with the same concepts. If a
student with a disability is struggling to learn
about verb tenses, there will also be students
without disabilities who are having trouble
with the same thing. Group students by what
they need to learn rather than by disability.
You can also group students with different
learning needs. For example, you might have
a gifted student who needs additional challenges, students struggling to learn and a student with a disability who is a grade level or
more behind the rest of the class. Structured
correctly, these students could work together
in a group on a project that meets each student’s needs. This can be a powerful tool to
teach students to work together in a group
with varying abilities. This will be a useful
skill they will use the rest of their lives.
Learning Centers can also be a great way to
help students catch up again after being out
of school due to illness or surgery.
Learning Centers do not have permanent
staff. Instead, students come to the Learning
Center with staff who already work with the
student. This means scheduling for the Learning Center needs to be carefully planned and
flexible. In some cases, staff may go into the
classroom rather than pulling students to the
Learning Center unnecessarily.
Not sure how to best group students?
Need additional help with using your
Learning Center effectively? Call Special
Education Services at (623) 445-4943.
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Nailing Down Needed Changes
• Does your school have a Learning
Center? If not, how are services delivered?
• How is the Learning Center being used?
• Who uses the Learning Center?
• Is the Learning Center meeting the needs
of students in your building?
• How many students use the Learning
Center? How many are general education students?
• What is the longest any one student is in
the Learning Center on an average day?
• What is the Learning Center schedule?
• If typical peers are in the Learning
Center, can you show how they are helping meet an IEP goal for a student with
disabilities?
• Are times when students come to the
Learning Center scheduled so that there
is a smooth transition to and from the
general education class?
• Do specials or other class schedules keep
the building from flexible scheduling for
all students?
• Do schools have a consistent schedule
or does it change day to day or hour to
hour?
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Identifying individual student needs
If a student only needs help for specific tasks,
like toileting, when does that occur during
the day? If a school has 3 students who are
struggling with the same math concept, when
can they be grouped together in the Learning
Center for instruction?

when they need to go
rather than the assistant
deciding when it is time.
The focus is on giving
them as much independence as possible.

Often when a student needs help, schools
simply assign an instructional assistant. While
this may be needed for some students, most
students do not need help every minute all
day long. If they get more help than they
need, students learn to become more dependent. It is not unusual for students to expect
the instructional assistant to anticipate their
needs so that they do not even have to ask.
This is not a good situation for students or
staff.

See Appendix E for a
Student Profile Form
and 3 sample forms. See
Appendix F for a form
for justifying when a
student may need an
instructional assistant.

Before assigning staff, take a good look at
what a student really needs and when they
need it. This is the first step in deciding what
staff you will need and when. This process is
often called mapping. It is a way of deciding
how to best use staff to meet student needs.
Students don’t always need an instructional
assistant. At times they can get help from
peers or other school staff. This can be a great
way to give students help, but needs to be
well-planned. Peers should not feel they are
responsible for the other student. There also
needs to be a back-up plan for days when
peers or others may be absent.
Regardless of what assistance a student
needs, everyone should work toward making
the student more independent. If a student
needs reminders to toilet, for example, can
this be done with a vibrating alarm watch
rather than by a person? Obviously if a student needs help to transfer from a wheelchair
to the toilet, they will continue to need help.
However, they can learn to tell the assistant

Once you know the individual needs of
students, you will need to look at the overall picture of who needs help and when. In
Appendix G is a sample form showing what
a master schedule for students with disabilities in a high school might look like. It should
also be color-coded so that the times when a
student will need help are clearly marked.
If you are doing this for an elementary school,
you will probably want to use times rather
than periods to make it easier to see where
students are during the day.
Obviously, most schools would have a schedule showing hundreds of students. We only
used 5 students in order to make the form
easier to read.
This form is only a sample. Many schools find
it easier to put the student information on
colored index cards and tape them to a wall.
The index cards have 3 colors to indicate how
much help a student needs. Using the cards
can make it easier to move students around
in order to provide supports or to make
sure there are not too many in the Learning
Center at one time. It is also a very quick way
to make sure you are not always grouping
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students with disabilities together away from
nondisabled students.
Again, keep in mind that sometimes you
may want to group students in the Learning Center who have the same needs or lack
of skills in order to pre-teach or do remedial
instruction. Other times you need to group
students with varying needs or skill levels.
Most students will benefit from being in both
types of groups.
Schools should do this mapping several times during
the year. As students move
in or out, needs will change.
Some students may start
the year needing a lot of
help and need less as they
improve. Others may not
need much at the beginning
but due to illness or changes
in medication or behavior
may need more supports
later. As general education teachers get to
know their students, they may not need an
instructional assistant there as often.
Many students with health or behavior issues
have sporadic needs for help. They may be
fine for several hours, days or even weeks and
then need someone with them full-time for a
while. There is no way to plan perfectly for
this, but keep a little flexibility in the schedule. If everyone in the building has at least 15
minutes of unscheduled time every day, you
can probably shift people around temporarily
to cover a crisis.
It is important that you understand mapping. If a school requests additional staff, the
request will not be considered unless there is
a current student mapping plan.
Need more help with mapping? Need help
deciding how much and what kind of help
students need? Confused about when
peers can help? Struggling with a student
whose behaviors are challenging? Special

Education Services can help or bring in a
consultant to work with your school. Call us
at (623) 445-4943.

Nailing Down Needed Changes
• Has your school mapped students? If
not, why?
• Did the mapping include times when
related services personnel are with students and additional help is not needed?
If not, why?
• Do you have the needed data and baseline to begin mapping?
• How have staff been assigned to support
students?
• Are instructional assistants rotated
between students?
• How are decisions made about whether
a student works with a peer, teacher or
assistant?
• How are students taught independence?
• Have you looked at other supports for
students (assistive technology, materials,
software, peers, etc.) before assigning
staff?
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Determining Personnel Needs
Once you know what needs students have
and where they will be during the day, it’s
time to schedule how you will use your staff.
This is critical to the success of your students.
Staff must be available to meet the service and
support needs of students as listed in their
IEPs as well as to respond to changing needs
or emergencies. DVUSD should have high
expectations for all students. This means all
teachers in the building need to have ownership of every student.
Special education teachers
Special education teachers should not be
assigned to a classroom. In the past when
students in special education spent all or most
of their day in the special education class, special education teachers were assigned to that
class. Under that model, it made sense to have
teachers where the students would be. Now,
however, the special education students can
be found all over the building during the day.
This is especially true for middle and high
school students as they are not all on the same
schedule.
Special education teachers may do some team
teaching. However, this needs to be planned
to make sure it will not keep other students
from getting the supports they need.
Special education teachers must be available
to spend planning time with general education teachers, help with accommodations or
curriculum modifications or to work with
students individually or in small groups. This
cannot happen if the special education teacher
is also teaching classes and is not available.
In elementary schools, usually teachers get
together by grade levels to do planning.
In middle and high schools, planning may
be done by department. Regardless of the
method, special education teachers need to

have sufficient time for planning with general education teachers. If a special education
teacher has students in several grades, this
may be a significant amount of time. It is critical, however, for the special education teacher
to be able to plan accommodations, modifications or suggest changes in teaching methods
to accommodate student needs.
Instructional assistants
Instructional assistants must be used wisely.
They can be a wonderful way to deliver
needed services and supports for a student.
They can also start anticipating what a student wants and not wait for the student to ask
for help. Eventually the student just expects
their needs to be anticipated and met without
ever having to ask.
This makes the student
dependent on another
person rather than
teaching them to do as
much independently as
possible.
Instructional assistants should rotate among
students rather than being with the same
student all day. If a student is used to having
other people work with him/her, it is not
as traumatic if the instructional assistant is
absent. By rotating among students, instructional assistants also tend to do a better job of
helping students be more independent. This
is particularly important if the student has
challenging behaviors.
The quickest way to burn out staff is to keep
them with a student who is difficult and not
give them a break. Instead, have staff rotate
between easy, medium and difficult to serve
students. Staff will last much longer and be
better at their jobs.
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General education teachers
General education teachers are obviously
critical to the success of inclusive education.
They need to work with special education
teachers to design activities and methods
that will work for all the students in the class.
Some teachers love having students with disabilities in their class. Others are more reluctant, usually because they feel they do not
have the expertise.
Unfortunately, it is not unusual for teachers
who take challenging students one year to get
the most difficult students every year. This is
not only unfair, it burns out good teachers in
a hurry. It is better to rotate the more difficult
to teach students. If a teacher has a challenging group one year, that teacher should get
the easiest students the next year. This not
only prevents burnout, it builds the capacity
of all teachers to teach a wider variety of different learning styles.
Related services personnel
When looking at who in the building is available to provide services and supports, don’t
forget about related services personnel. While
they can only be with students during scheduled therapy times, this usually means the
teachers and instructional assistants assigned
to the student don’t need to be there during
therapy. This needs to be taken into account
when scheduling staff around student needs.
An important part of any therapy is making
sure that students use the skills or techniques
outside the therapy sessions. It will be important for related service personnel to have time
to consult and plan with
teachers and instructional assistants to make
sure they know what
needs to be done in class.
Other school personnel
It may be possible to also
use other school personnel to provide specific,

limited services and supports for a student.
If a student can eat independently but needs
help paying for food, can this be done by the
cafeteria cashier rather than using an instructional assistant? If a student needs minimal
help getting from one high school class to
another, can it be done by the Assistant
Principal who is already monitoring the halls
during class changes?
Think of all the personnel in a building as
a team that can shift to meet different student needs. Rather than having the special
education teacher be in the Learning Center,
are there times when the general education
teacher should be there? By switching places
at times, they may be better able to meet
student needs. As always, this will require
planning and discussion among the teachers
about the best way to serve students.
Scheduling
With students in different classes all over the
building needing different supports at various
times, it is critical to carefully schedule staff.
Appendix H is a sample chart of how this
might look.
There are 2 reasons for taking the time to
make a master staff schedule.
1. It makes it easy to see who can be
shifted if a student needs additional
help or you don’t have substitutes.
2. It is a quick way to show substitutes
where they’ll be throughout the day.
The schedule can be more useful if it has
details – room numbers or student names or
specific tasks. The schedule should include as
much detail as will make it useful.
Important: Some schools assign students to
teachers solely by grade. While this may be
useful in some ways, it is more important to
make sure the teacher’s skills and background
match student needs. Sometimes this may
mean letting the special education teacher
take over the class and letting the general
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education teacher work with a small group in
the Learning Center. Do what will get the best
results for students.
Decisions about whether
supports are done in the
classroom or the Learning Center will depend
on IEPs, when students
need to be in the general
classroom and the Learning Center schedule. All
students in the building should have access to
the Learning Center but only if doing so will
help meet the needs of a student with an IEP.
As much as possible, supports should be done
in the general classroom.
Some students can work steadily even if
several other people are in the room talking
or working on different tasks. Other students
find it impossible to ignore what else is happening in the room. Keep this in mind when
setting up supports in class or in the Learning
Center. Some students can ignore the noise
if they can’t see others. Others can ignore the
movement as long as they can’t hear others
talking. Partitions, screens or head phones
(plugged in or not) can help some students
focus on their work.
One final word of caution: Don’t put staff
with students all day long if the student only
needs help from time to time. This is a waste
of time and resources.
If you do have a student who needs someone
with them all day, it is critical to give them as
much independence as possible. Don’t anticipate what they need and do it. Insist that they
request help or tell you what they need. This
helps build communication skills and gives
the student some control over his/her life.
Need help determining personnel needs
or schedules? Need help scheduling staff
or deciding how much help is enough for
a student? Call Special Education Services at
(623) 445-4943.

Nailing Down Needed Changes
• Who supervises, instructs and evaluates instructional assistants?
• What training do staff need? What training does your building offer?
• Are roles for all staff clearly defined
during the day for shared teaching, etc.?
Do staff understand what shared or coteaching is?
• Are staff being used to the maximum?
• How do you decide how much support a
general education teacher needs?
• Are staff rotated to avoid burnout?
• What happens if teachers can’t work
together?
• Are there growth plans for staff who
perform poorly?
• Are staff assigned based on expertise
rather than grade levels?
• What disciplinary action is taken if staff
refuse to work with some students?
• Are related services personnel included
in mapping and planning?
• How do related services personnel and
teacher communicate?
• Are special education teachers assigned
to classes out of their field? If yes, why?
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Grading and Assessment
• How do you grade students required to
learn less curricular content?
• What does an “A” mean for a student who
only has to learn 25% of what the class is
required to know?
• What is one year’s growth in reading for a
student who can only recognize the letters
A and B?
• How do you assess learning when a student can’t write or talk?
Grading and assessment are used to measure
what students have learned. Grading is critical in high school because it determines ranking and affects college entrance.
One basic question has to be
answered in order to do grading: How much does a student
have to learn to “know” a
subject? Are there curriculum
standards that would identify
key things students need to
learn for each subject and help
determine when a student has
mastered content? See Appendix I for Grading Definitions
and Guidelines.
Since 1997 the federal Individuals with Disabilities Act has required that students with
disabilities be included in state and district
assessments. The data from this needs to be
used to move students to the next level.
The state assessment has a list of allowable
and special accommodations for students to
use. These must be decided by the IEP Team
prior to the testing as there are rules about
which accommodations a student may get.
Some students will take an alternative state
assessment. Other students’ learning will be
measured by their portfolio of work. The
number of students in the district who

require alternative assessments should be
no more than 2% of total students.
Need more help with grading and assessment? Call Dr. Vicki Edwards, Director of
Assessment and Student Achievement, at
(623) 445-4922.

Nailing Down Needed Changes
• What are the goals for growth for at
risk and special education students in
your building?
• How are teachers grading all levels of
students, particularly those with more
needs? How is this being done?
• Are IEP Teams discussing graduation
and diploma issues starting when the
student is in 8th grade?
• Do teachers report concerns about
grades to parents right away or only
when report cards go out?
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When Behavior Is an Issue
When students have challenging behaviors
it can be very difficult to focus on academic
needs. Schools should begin by using Positive Behavioral Supports school-wide. This
focuses on changing the environment before a
problem occurs and then teaching the student to replace the problem behavior with an
appropriate behavior. For example, if a student has difficulty with loud noises, try avoiding such situations. When it can’t be avoided,
teach the student to ask to leave rather than
throwing things and screaming.
Any behaviors not
addressed by the schoolwide plan will need to be
addressed individually.
Start by collecting data on
the behaviors. The data will
give some clues as to the
function and frequency of
the behavior. It shows when
it happens and under what circumstances.
The frequency baseline will also show if the
behavior plan is working.
Appendix J is a form that can be used for
data collection. It is quicker to complete than
an anecdotal record and can help identify any
patterns to the behavior. Usually there needs
to be at least 2 weeks of data collection. This
can be shortened, however, if a student is
dangerous.
Once the data collection is completed, a Functional Behavior Assessment (FBA) is done.
It identifies what the problem behaviors are
and possible causes. From this information
a Behavior Plan can be developed that says
what to do when the behavior occurs. Appendix K and L have sample forms for the FBA
and Behavior Plan. Any member of the IEP
Team can write the Behavior Plan. If you feel
you need help with the FBA or Behavior Plan,
please ask Special Education Services.

Once the Behavior Plan is completed, it needs
to be approved by the IEP Team. Having the
IEP Team approve the Behavior Plan makes it
as legally binding as the IEP. In other words,
the Behavior Plan must be followed as
written until the IEP Team changes or discontinues the plan. It is also important to continue to collect data so there is some record
of whether the Plan is working. Everyone
who works with the student needs to know
what the Plan says and what to do when a
behavior occurs. Consistency is critical to
changing behavior.
Often a student’s behavior comes from frustration over a task or a teaching method.
When collecting data on a student, note
whether the behavior occurs when doing
the same task or same kind of task. Often a
change in methods can work wonders.
Need help with students with challenging
behaviors? Need more training for school
staff? Call Special Education Services at (623)
445-4943.
Nailing Down Needed Changes
• Does your building have a Positive
Behavior Support team? If not, why?
• Do you keep data on students with problem behaviors?
• Are staff trained on assessments, strategies and plans for behavior?
• What action is taken if staff fail to follow
Behavior Plans?
• Do staff understand how academics
relate to behavior? Are changes in teaching method, content or environment
made accordingly?
• Do staff focus on helping students with
difficult behaviors or is the focus on
getting the student out of the class or
building?
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A Note for Principals
There are many issues to deal with to make
inclusive education successful. This booklet
is a toolkit to help schools determine where
changes need to be made. Special Education
Services would be happy to help you with
this in any way we can.
One of the most challenging areas is doing
teacher evaluations. Traditionally, this was
done by looking at lesson plans. But how do
you evaluate special education teachers who
may work with students in 4 grade levels and
teach students only individually or in small
groups?
It can be beneficial to get
feedback from
general education teachers
on whether the
special education
teacher has worked with them in planning,
accommodations, modifications and individual instruction for students. Special education
teachers should also give feedback on their
interactions with general education teachers
in regard to students. Special Education
Services can help you with teacher evaluations
if you ask.
What does your school need to make inclusive education successful? What are the
inservice needs? What supports are needed?
Here are some services Special Education
Services can provide for your school:
• provide resources -- books, tapes and
consultants to work with your staff on
focus days;
• help with organizing or better utilizing
your General Education Intervention
Team (GEIT) to problem solve and
benefit all teachers and students;
• help with teacher evaluations;

• provide training on a variety of topics
for individual teachers, groups, departments or the entire building;
• assist with legal process and procedures;
• help with using the matrix to determine class size and placement;
• help with mapping;
• help with planning how to schedule
and use staff effectively; and
• provide assistance and consultation for
students with challenging behaviors.
At the end of each section are questions on
specific subjects. On the next 2 pages we have
combined all of these questions together
on one page. We hope you will use this as a
checklist to see where your school needs to
change.
Need help reaching high expectations for
all students? All you have to do is ask. Call
Special Education Services at (623) 445-4943.
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Nailing Down Needed Changes
Class size
• Does your school use the matrix to determine class size and teacher workload?
• Do all teachers share equally in the work load or do some teachers always get the most
challenging students every year?
• Are students with disabilities clustered together rather than being equally distributed
among teachers?
What classes are students in?
• Does your school have any classes only for students with disabilities?
• Are the IEP Teams making sure there is a match between IEP goals, classes taken and
needs of students?
• Is there a 4 year plan for all high school students?
• Are students with disabilities automatically slotted into classes (Life Skills)?
• Are there classes that are not open to students with disabilities?
• Are students with moderate, severe or profound disabilities automatically put in a special
education class from which they visit general education classes? If so, why are they not
assigned to classes in the same way as general education students?
• Are schedules fluid enough that students can attend only part of a class?
How is the class taught?
• Have teachers been trained in differentiated instruction and/or accommodations and
modifications? If not, is there a growth plan and/or in-service development?
• Are teachers providing documentation of accommodations and modifications? Does the
data show it is effective?
• Are teachers looking at data to drive and adjust instruction?
• Are teachers using differentiated instruction for all students? Do lesson plans show this?
• Are general and special educators scheduled to have planning time together to plan for
accommodations and modifications for students?
• Are all general education teachers given accommodation sheets and IEP goals for the students they teach?
Learning Centers
• Does your school have a Learning Center? If not, how are services delivered?
• How is the Learning Center being used?
• Who uses the Learning Center?
• Is the Learning Center meeting the needs of students in your building?
• How many students use the Learning Center? How many are general education students?
• What is the longest any one student is in the Learning Center on an average day?
• What is the Learning Center schedule?
• If typical peers are in the Learning Center, can you show how they are helping meet an
IEP goal for a student with disabilities?
• Are times when students come to the Learning Center scheduled so that there is a smooth
transition to and from the general education class?
• Do the specials or other class schedules keep the building from flexible scheduling for all
students?
• Do schools have a consistent schedule or does it change day to day or hour to hour?
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Identifying individual student needs
• Has your school mapped students? If not, why?
• Did the mapping include times when related services personnel are with students and
additional help is not needed? If not, why?
• Do you have the needed data and baseline to begin mapping?
• How have staff been assigned to support students?
• Are instructional assistants rotated between students?
• How are decisions made about whether a student works with a peer, teacher or assistant?
• How are students taught independence?
• Have you looked at other supports for students (assistive technology, materials, software,
peers, etc.) before assigning staff?
Personnel
• Who supervises, instructs and evaluates instructional assistants?
• What training do staff need? What training does your building offer?
• Are roles for all staff clearly defined during the day for shared teaching, etc.? Do staff
understand what shared or co-teaching is?
• Are staff being used to the maximum?
• How do you decide how much support a general education teacher needs?
• Are staff rotated to avoid burnout?
• What happens if teachers can’t work together?
• Are there growth plans for staff who perform poorly?
• Are staff assigned based on expertise rather than grade levels?
• What disciplinary action is taken if staff refuse to work with some students?
• Are related services personnel included in mapping and planning?
• How do related services personnel and teacher communicate?
• Are special education teachers assigned to classes out of their field? If yes, why?
Grading and Assessment
• What are the goals for growth for at risk and special education students in your building?
• How are teachers grading all levels of students, particularly those with more needs? How
is this being done?
• Are IEP Teams discussing graduation and diploma issues starting when the student is in
8th grade?
• Do teachers report concerns about grades to parents right away or only when report cards
go out?
Behavior
• Does your building have a Positive Behavior Support team? If not, why?
• Do you keep data on students with problem behaviors?
• Are staff trained on assessments, strategies and plans for behavior?
• What action is taken if staff fail to follow Behavior Plans?
• Do staff understand how academics relate to behavior? Are changes in teaching method,
content or environment made accordingly?
• Do staff focus on helping students with difficult behaviors or is the focus on getting the
student out of the class or building?
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Determining
Class Size
Caseload

Instructions for Principals
The scores you receive from teachers can help you decide which students will be in which class
for the next school year. The purpose is to make sure no one teacher is overloaded with students
with significant needs for supports. This must be used for all students in order to create
equitable class sizes and caseloads. Remember, some general education students take more
teacher time than special education students. The weighting is an equitable way to account for
students with high needs, regardless of whether the needs are caused by disability. The matrix
can also be used to determine equitable special education teacher caseloads.
It is NOT recommended that students be grouped according to need. For example, do NOT put
all the students whose weighting score is between 43 and 56 in the same class. This will be too
difficult for any one teacher to handle. It is recommended that students weighting as 3 or 4 be
limited to one per class where possible.
Total Weighting Score of 0 to 14 – indicates a student who takes an average amount of the
teacher’s time. Example: If the class size is limited to 20 students, this student would be 1 of 20
students.
Total Weighting Score of 15 to 28 – indicates a student who takes up as much time as 2
average students. Example: If the class size is limited to 20 students, this student would be 1 of
19 because he/she would count as student #19 and student #20.
Total Weighting Score of 29 to 42 – indicates a student who takes up as much time as 3
average students. Example: If the class size is limited to 20 students, this student would be 1 of
18 because he/she would count as student #18, student #19 and student #20.
Total Weighting Score of 43 to 56 – indicates a student who takes up as much time as 4
average students. Example: If the class size is limited to 20 students, this student would be 1 of
17 because he/she would count as student #17, student #18, student #19 and student #20.

Teacher Instructions
In elementary schools, the classroom teacher should complete the scoring. In middle and high
schools, the teacher who has the student during second period should complete the scoring. It
should be completed on all students, not just those in special education. NOTE: If you already
know that a student will rank as a “1”, you do NOT need to fill out the matrix for that student.
Rank them as a “1” and move on.
When scoring a student who has help from an instructional assistant for all or part of the day,
scoring must be based on what the student needs, not what the student receives in the form of
services. Example: if a student needs reminders 76% or more of the time to stay on task, that
would rank as a 4 under Work Habits. It does not matter if the student has an instructional
assistant to do this or if the classroom teacher does it or a peer does it.
Score each student in each area with 0 being the lowest and 4 the highest. The maximum score
for any one area is 4. A score of 4 indicates a student needs significant assistance in that area.
NOTE: The explanation for some areas uses the word “OR.” A student only needs to meet
one item in that area. Example: Under Group Participation, #2, it says: “Does not participate in
groups OR does best alone OR does best in group.” Obviously a student could not meet all of
these criteria. To get a score of 2 for this area, a student would need to meet only 1 of these 3
conditions.
In some areas, you may be scoring a student for several different things. Example: Under
Therapy, you are scoring a student for needs in Speech, Occupational Therapy, Physical
Therapy, Vision and Hearing. If a student only gets speech services as a consult (ranked as 1),
PT twice a week (ranked as 2) and OT three times a week (ranked as 3), rank them according to
the highest score. In this example, that would mean scoring the student as a 3 because their OT
needs are the highest score.
After scoring the student in each area, write the number for that area in the right-hand column
marked “Score.” Add the student’s score for all areas to get the total weighting score.
Once the scoring is completed for all students, turn the sheets into the school principal.

Class Size Weighting Matrix
Student Name __________________________________________ Current Grade ________ Completed by _________________________
Area

0

1

2

3

4

1

Absences/
Tardies

Absent 1 day or
less in a grading
period OR 6
days or less in a
school year OR is
seldom or never
tardy

Absent 2 to 3 days during a
grading period OR up to 18
days in a school year OR tardy
up to 25% of the time

Absent 4 to 6 days during a
grading period OR 19 to 24
days in a school year OR tardy
26 to 50% of the time

Absent 7 to 9 days during a grading
period OR 25 to 36 days in a school
year OR tardy 50 to 75% of the time

Absent 10 days or more during a grading
period OR 37 or more days in a school
year OR tardy 76% of the time or more

2

Assistive
Technology

Minimal, not a
concern

Uses special materials/
equipment 25% of time or less;
does not require training of
school staff or family

Uses special materials/
equipment 26-50% of time;
training for school staff and/or
family takes less than 2 hours

Uses special materials/equipment
51- 75% of time; maintenance of
equipment must be done; training of
school staff and/or family takes 2 to
4 hours

Uses special materials/equipment 75%
of time or more; equipment maintenance
is critical; school staff and/or family
cannot work with materials/equipment
without 4 hours or more of training

3

Behavior and
Interactions

Minimal, not a
concern

4 times or less during a
grading period the student:
disrupts class and/or is noncompliant OR has behaviors
that must be reported to family

Once a week the student
disrupts class and/or is noncompliant OR has an outburst
once a month or less OR only
interacts with other students
with adult assistance

Twice a week or more the student
disrupts class and/or is noncompliant OR has an outburst once
a week or less OR interactions are
often inappropriate unless assisted
OR “loner” who does not interact with
others voluntarily

Daily disrupts class and/or is noncompliant OR refuses to interact with
others OR has outbursts twice a week or
more OR may be danger to self or others
at times

4

Academic
Performance

Not a concern

C average or above in all
subjects OR meets 75%
or more of grade-level
competencies

Drop in grades OR meets
50 to 74% of grade-level
competencies

Drop in grades in 1 or 2 subjects OR
failing in 1 or 2 subjects OR meets 49
to 25% of grade-level competencies

Failed 3 or more subjects OR meets
25% or less of grade-level competencies

5

Group
participation

Not a concern

Does okay as long as is told
ahead of time what to expect
and what he/she is to do

Does not participate in groups
OR does best alone OR does
best in group

Must be at edge of group OR may
need to leave crowded areas OR
may panic if thinks will be left alone

Can’t stand crowds; OR fears being
left alone; OR physically fights back if
people are too close OR hides in small
places where no one can reach him/her
OR runs away

6

Home
concerns

Not a concern

Noticeable deterioration in
student’s health OR safety
OR grooming OR nutrition OR
behavior that lasts 4 days or
less

Noticeable deterioration in
student’s health OR safety
OR grooming OR nutrition OR
behavior that lasts 5 days or
longer

Reports or suspicion of abuse or
neglect OR student expressing
concern about home situation OR
student safety or health clearly at risk

Confirmed abuse/neglect at home OR
student removed by Child Protective
Services OR death or divorce of parents
OR death of close family member

7

Nursing needs

Minimal, not a
concern

Gets meds at school OR
needs reminders to take meds
at school OR minor health
problems

Gets medications as needed
OR need to watch for
medication reactions OR
student attends but is clearly
not well

Ongoing medical or health concerns
which must be monitored OR uses
medical equipment which staff must
be trained to use OR shows ongoing
symptoms of illness OR says or
demonstrates that he/she is not
feeling well

Uses some type of medical equipment
on daily basis (catheter, oxygen,
respirator, heart monitor, etc.); OR
requires nurse in building OR requires
injections OR medications given as
needed and must be monitored for need

8

Parent Contact

Not a concern

Contacts teacher 1-2 times a
month; wants homework

Contacts teacher every week;
wants info on homework and
class work OR waits up to a
week before responding to
school-initiated attempts to
communicate

Contacts teacher at least 3 times
a week OR waits 6 days or longer
before responding to school-initiated
attempts to communicate

Some contact with teacher daily (call or
log); OR child-related meetings more
than three times a year OR does not
respond to school-initiated attempts to
communicate

Score

Area

0

1

2

3

4

9

Physical
Help

Minimal, not a
concern

Needs verbal prompts when
eating OR needs reminders to
toilet OR has minor problems
with walking, stamina or stairs

Needs help opening
containers OR cutting food
OR reminders to use utensils
OR table manners OR needs
reminders and/or minimal help
with clothing when toileting
OR somewhat unsteady when
walking OR falls or stumbles
occasionally OR can’t use
stairs

Needs physical help such as getting
food onto fork or spoon OR needs
more than 5 prompts during a
meal OR needs physical help with
clothing OR getting on/off toilet OR
wiping after toileting OR has toileting
accidents OR falls or stumbles daily
OR uses wheelchair but can push/
propel self OR can stand or transfer
only with assistance

Tube-fed OR must be spoon fed OR
requires help all during meal OR
diapered OR has catheter OR totally
dependent for toileting OR uses
wheelchair and must be pushed by
someone else OR cannot walk, stand
or transfer independently

10

Reading
level

At or above grade
level

Up to 1 year below grade level

Up to 2 years below grade
level

Up to 3 years below grade level

4 years or more below grade level OR
does not read

11

Self-esteem
and Maturity

Minimal, not a
concern

Has minor self-esteem
problems in 1 or 2 areas OR
cries easily

Has self-esteem problems in
3 or more areas; OR keeps
him/her from participating due
to fear of failure

Acts out to avoid situations where
she/he might fail; OR reluctant to
show work (fails to turn it in or tears it
up); OR overly sensitive to correction

Refuses to do work and/or participate
because of fear of failure OR can’t
forgive self when fails OR over reacts
to any criticism or correction OR may
be perfectionist

12

State
assessment

At grade
level with no
accommodations

At grade level with up to 2
allowable accommodations

At grade level with up
to 3 or more allowable
accommodations

Taking State assessment at his/her
ability level instead of at grade level

Takes Portfolio assessment

13

Therapy
Needs
(PT, OT,
Speech,
Vision,
Hearing)

No services

Consult only

Consult and once a week
direct services

Consult and twice a week direct
services

Consult and direct services at
least twice a week OR fine motor
ability and/or sensory needs still
a major concern OR speech and
communication needs still a major
concern OR physical ability and/or
stamina still a major concern

14

Work habits

Not a concern

25% of time or less the
student: needs reminders to
complete work or stay on task
OR needs urging and/or help
to participate OR needs help to
organize work and/or materials
and supplies OR directions
must be repeated OR makes
errors caused by inattention
OR is not challenged by the
work OR needs reward or
incentive to participate OR
needs accommodations
including those for vision OR
Uses sign language of 1 to 5
signs

26 TO 50% of time the
student: needs reminders
to complete work or stay on
task OR needs urging and/or
help to participate OR needs
help to organize work and/or
materials and supplies OR
directions must be repeated
OR makes errors caused
by inattention OR is not
challenged by the work OR
needs reward or incentive
to participate OR needs
accommodations including
those for vision OR Uses sign
language of 6 - 25 signs

51 TO 75% of time the student:
needs reminders to complete work or
stay on task OR needs urging and/or
help to participate OR needs help
to organize work and/or materials
and supplies OR directions must be
repeated OR makes errors caused
by inattention OR is not challenged
by the work OR needs reward or
incentive to participate OR needs
accommodations including those for
vision OR Uses sign language of 25
- 100 signs

76% of time or more the student:
needs reminders to complete work or
stay on task OR needs urging and/or
help to participate OR needs help
to organize work and/or materials
and supplies OR directions must be
repeated OR makes errors caused
by inattention OR is not challenged
by the work OR needs reward or
incentive to participate OR needs
accommodations including those for
vision OR uses sign language and
needs interpreter or facilitator OR
uses Braille

TOTAL
SCORE

Score
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Sample IEP for Donny who is 5 years old, has moderate mental retardation and uses sign language because of his limited speech.

Student: Donny Lewis
IEP Annual Goals

Class: Kindergarten Teacher: Mrs. Kelly
Who Implements

			

Materials/ Adaptations

Where Taught

How Progress is
Measured

1. Describe events, objects,
feelings.

Teachers, peers

Prompt peer conversation
& teach basic signs.

Arrival, Opening Circle,
Recess, Group Projects,
Learning Centers,
Departure

Says “hi” and “bye,”
signs/speaks. Record
words used and
frequency.

2. Shares and uses “no”
instead of hitting or
screaming.

Teachers, peers, consult
with psychologist

Prompt peers to ask
“yes/no” questions and
wait for response. Accept
“no” answers for personal
belongings.

Learning Centers, Recess,
Group Projects, Snack

Says/signs “no;”shares
class and group items
with peers; lower
frequency of screaming
and hitting.

3. Asks and answers
questions related to class
activities and events.

Teachers, peers, consult
with speech therapist and
sign language teacher

Prompt peer conversation.
Use questions & prompts
if needed. Wait 10
seconds for response
before prompting. Keep
questions simple.

Arrival, Opening Circle,
Snack, Group Projects,
Recess, Learning Centers,
PE/Library, Art/Music,
Departure

Uses 3 different signs
to ask questions. Uses 5
different signs to answer
questions. Record words
used and frequency.

4. Knows way around
school.

Teachers, peers

Map, bright markers,
sticky dots.

Group Project - Learning
About Your School, daily
room changes

Able to go from classroom
to other rooms (gym,
art/music, playground)
without help.

Additional Learning Outcomes:
1. Improve/maintain socially acceptable behavior with others.
2. Eat with utensils.
3. Respond to emergency alarm.
4. Manage personal belongings.
5. Recognize name.
6. Tell story.
7. Count, name shapes and colors.
8. Use computer keyboard.
9. Take part in active and leisure games with others.
10. Initiate and sustain communication.

Supports Needed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Teach others signs Donny uses.
Put Donny in front row for groups.
Face Donny when speaking and signing.
Wait 10 seconds for Donny to respond to directions or answer questions.

Donny’s Schedule
Arrival - 8:30 -8:45 a.m.
Goals: Describe events, objects, feelings. Ask/answer questions. Know way around school.
Additional Learning Outcomes: Improve/maintain behavior. Manage belongings. Recognize
name. Initiate/sustain communication.
Opening Circle - 8:45 - 9:00 a.m.
Goals: Describe events, objects, feelings. Ask/answer questions. Share.
Additional Learning Outcomes: Improve/maintain acceptable behavior. Manage belongings.
Initiate/sustain communication. Tell story. Count, name shapes and colors.
Learning Centers - 9:00 - 9:30 a.m.
Goals: Describe events, objects, feelings. Share/use “no.” Ask/answer questions.
Additional Learning Outcomes: Recognize name. Use computer. Count, name shapes and
colors. Improve/maintain behavior. Initiate/sustain communication.
Journals - 9:30 - 9:45 a.m.
Goals: Describe events, objects, feelings.
Additional Learning Outcomes: Recognize name. Manage belongings. Tell story. Use
computer.
PE/Library - 9:45 - 10:05 a.m.
Goals: Share/use “no.” Ask/answer questions. Know way around school. Tell story (library).
Additional Learning Outcomes: Play active games with peers. Manage belongings. Initiate/
sustain communication. Improve/maintain behavior. Recognize name.
Snack - 10:05 - 10:20 a.m.
Goals: Share/use “no.” Ask/answer questions.
Additional Learning Outcomes: Use utensils. Recognize name. Initiate/sustain
communication.
Recess - 10:20 - 10:40 a.m.
Goals: Share/use “no.” Ask/answer questions. Know way around school.
Additional Learning Outcomes: Play active games with peers. Initiate/sustain
communication. Improve/maintain behavior. Recognize name. Manage belongings.
Art/Music - 10:40 - 11:00 a.m.
Goals: Share. Ask/answer questions.
Additional Learning Outcomes: Improve/maintain behavior. Name shapes and colors. Use
computer. Recognize name.
Group Project - 11:00 - 11:20 a.m.
Goals: Share/use “no.” Ask/answer questions. Describe events, objects, feelings.
Additional Learning Outcomes: Recognize name. Use computer. Improve/maintain behavior.
Initiate/sustain communication.
Departure - 11:20 - 11:30 a.m.
Goals: Ask/answer questions. Describe events, objects, feelings.
Additional Learning Outcomes: Manage belongings. Recognize name.
Note: Supports listed on IEP will be used throughout the day in every activity.

Unit Planning Form

Appendix C
What some
students
will learn

What most
students
will learn

What all
students
should
learn

Date: ___________________________________ Class Period: ________________________________
Unit title: ____________________________________________________________________________
Materials/resources:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Instructional strategies/adaptations:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluation/products:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Date: _________________ Class Period: _____________ Unit: _________________________
Lesson objective(s): ___________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
			

		

Materials				

In-class assignments			

Evaluation

Homework assignments

Agenda
1 _______________________________________

What some
students
will learn

_______________________________________
2 _______________________________________
_______________________________________
3 _______________________________________
_______________________________________

What most
students
will learn

4 _______________________________________
_______________________________________
5 _______________________________________
_______________________________________

What all
students
should
learn

6 _______________________________________
_______________________________________
7 _______________________________________
_______________________________________

Student Name __________________________
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Interventions and Accommodations

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
						
Where used
Where used
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ACADEMICS							
ORGANIZATION
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Extra
time to complete assignment and projects			
Peer help with organizational skills		
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Directions/instructions given orally and in writing			
Sending home daily/weekly progress reports
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Provide multi-sensory hands-on instruction/activities			
Reward system for completing work
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Acceleration							
Provide homework assignment notebook
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Independent study						
Teacher and parent initial homework
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Shorten length of assignments					
Check in/out school with teacher/advisor
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Adapt
reading
level						
Develop strategies for transition periods
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Tape
summary
of
reading
material					
RESPONSE
TO BEHAVIOR
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Divide
assignment
into
steps					
Praising
specific
behaviors
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Give problems on appropriate level					
Giving or denying privileges and rewards
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Use concrete manipulatives					
Natural consequences for student actions
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Use visual aids							
Cueing student to stay on task
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Use touch math							
Classroom behavior management system
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Use
calculator							
Contracting with the student
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Grammar,
spelling,
punctuation
errors
not
evaluated			
Keeping classroom rules simple and clear
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Allow
someone
to
write
answers
for
the
student			
Allow time out of seat to run errands
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Provide alternatives such as oral presentation,
Ignoring inappropriate behaviors not
drawings, tape							
drastically outside classroom limits
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Allow
typewritten
or
computer
printed
assignments			
OTHER:
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Not
grading handwriting						
1-to-1 instruction for specific goals
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Shorten
length
and
requirements					
Projects in place of assignments
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Provide
a
script/notes/study
guide
of
lectures			
Credit for class participation
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Supplement visual materials					
Assignment book
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Minimize memory demands					
Compacting
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Vocabulary list prior to lessons					
Individual learning center
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Repetition of explanation; practice					
Highlighted texts
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Regular
feedback
and
progress
check				
Preferential seating: _____________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
TESTING							
Minimize
distractions __ visual __ auditory
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Extra
time
to
complete
tests,
quizzes				
Credit
for
class participation
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Tests given/taken orally with reading assistance, 			
Emphasize learner modality: ____ visual
tape recorder or computer						
___ auditory ____ tactile ____ multi
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Allowed
to
use
notes/study
guide/textbook
on
tests			
Sensory breaks
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Daily
work/participation
evaluated
in
lieu
of
tests			
Other
(describe):
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Open
book
tests
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Shorten
test and assignments
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Levels of questions adjusted
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Frequency of tests
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Verbal review
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Completion of special instructional packet
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluate individually												
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Pretest for grade and different curriculum
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Assess via portfolio
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Take test in small setting
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Codes for where used:
a. All Subjects
b. Reading
c. English
d. Spelling
g. Social Studies
h. History
i. Health
j. Economics
m. Vocational
n. Lunch
o. Library
p. Title I
q. Other:_____________________________________________

e. Math
k. PE

f. Science
l. Music/Art

Ideas for Presenting Information
• Cooperative learning strategies
• Peer tutoring
• Instructional tools: organizers, guides and manipulatives
• Modeling and demonstrating (positive and negative examples)
• Class discussions
• Practicing
• Taking field trips
• Guided discovery
• Conducting experiments
• Using multimedia technology
• Integration of the curriculum
• Question and answer strategies
• Educational games and play
• Individual and small group activities

Ideas for Student Response Methods
• Pictorial test
• Oral response
• Project demonstration
• Presentation
• Portfolios
• Book report
• Bulletin board
• Costume
• Puzzle
• Video
• Letter
• Flash cards
• Match, circle or trace
• Log
• Mask
• Map
• Painting
• Poster
• Sketch
• Transparency
• Vocabulary list
• Book
• Word search
• Journal
• Greeting card
• Poster
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Student Profile
Name 							

Age 		

Grade 		

Check all that apply.

Help needed in class:

 Finding/using supplies  Understanding instructions
 Staying on task
 Writing
 Reading  Using computer
 Needs visuals to follow directions
 Physical help – describe: ___________________________________________________________
 Behavior control – explain: 									
 Safety – explain: 											
Help needed going from place to place:

 Learning his/her way around  Physical help to move  Visual cues to find way
 Verbal prompts  Wanders or leaves
 Safety – explain: __________________________________________________________________
 Must be escorted – why? 									
Toileting help needed:

 Reminders to go  Finding right bathroom  Undressing/dressing
 Getting on toilet  Sitting/positioning  Wiping
 Washing/drying hands
 Other – explain 											
Help needed at lunch:

 Choosing food
 Paying for food  Carrying tray
 Opening and/or cutting
 Wiping face, hands  Needs verbal prompts  Must be fed  Grabs food 
Disruptive – how?

									

 Other – explain: 											
What other times does the student need help?
When				

What kind of help			

How much time

Schedule
Class				

Where					

When		

Sample
Student Information
Name 			

Kevin Shaw				

Age 17

Grade 11

Schedule
Class				

Where					

Art and Design I				
Culinary Arts					
Computer Keyboarding			
Science						
Lunch						
Photography					
Adapted PE					

When		

100					
315					
512					
410					
Cafeteria				
609					
Gym					

7:30 – 8:30
8:30 – 9:30
9:30 – 10:30
10:30 – 11:30
11:30 – 12:00
12:15 – 1:15
1:15 – 2:15

When does the student need help?
When					

What kind of help		

7:30 – 7:40		
7:40 – 8:30		
8:30 – 8:40		

Help with toileting and escort to class		
Repeat directions, prompts to stay on task
Walk to next class					

8:40 – 9:30		
9:30 – 9:40		

Repeat directions, prompts to stay on task
Walk to next class					

9:40 – 10:30		
10:30 – 10:40
11:30 – 12:00
			
			

Repeat directions, prompts to stay on task
Help with toileting and escort to class		
Help choosing food					
Help paying for food					
Help carrying tray, eating, behaving		

12:00 – 12:15		
12:15 – 1:15		
1:15 – 2:00		
			
2:00			
			

Help with toileting and walk to class		
Repeat directions, prompts to stay on task
Repeat directions, prompts to stay on task
Help with changing clothes				
Help with changing clothes and toileting 		
Walk to bus						

Who can do it?
Instructional ass’t
Teacher, peers
Students: Ann
Smith, Candy
Brown, Kathy Ward
Teacher, peers
Students: Candy
Brown, Jake
Willis, Doug Lewis
Teacher, peers
Instructional ass’t
Cafeteria staff
Cafeteria cashier
Instructional ass’t,
Students: Jake
Willis, Doug Lewis
Instructional ass’t
Teacher, peers
Teacher, peers
Instructional ass’t
Instructional ass’t
Jake Willis, Doug
Lewis

Sample
Student Information
Name 			

Sally Meadows			

Age 18

Grade 12

Schedule
Class				

Where					

American Government			
Wellness					
Careers with Children			
Computer Keyboarding			
Lunch						
Child Development				
Choir						

When		

100					
315					
512					
410					
Cafeteria				
317					
506					

7:30 – 8:30
8:30 – 9:30
9:30 – 10:30
10:30 – 11:30
11:30 – 12:00
12:15 – 1:15
1:15 – 2:15

When does the student need help?
When					

What kind of help		

Who can do it?

Needs help with toileting only if has BM. This usually happens right after lunch. Needs
instructional assistant to help her.
Sally has frequent outbursts when frustrated. She will throw things, hit herself and others and
has torn off her clothes on several occasions. It takes two people to get her out of class if this
happens – one to guide the wheelchair and one to hold Sally’s hands so she can’t hit herself. She
has hurt her right eye in the past and will lose sight in that eye if she does any more damage. It
takes Sally 15 to 20 minutes to calm down once out of class and in a quiet area. An instructional
assistant is needed to hold Sally’s hands. One other person needs to push the wheelchair. The
person pushing the wheelchair may leave as soon as Sally is in the quiet area. An instructional
assistant needs to be with Sally all day. Other people who can assist by pushing the wheelchair
when needed are: Mr. Lamb, school janitor; Mr. Samuels, Assistant Principal; Sam Long, a
student who has been Sally’s next-door neighbor for 6 years; Mr. Clay, PE teacher; Ms. Shields,
school nurse; Mr. Bishop, Principal.
Backup plan:
There must be a substitute if the instructional assistant is absent. With 5 people in the building
who can push the wheelchair, at least one should always be available.

Sample
Student Information
Name 			

Jody Phillips				

Age 16

Grade 10

Schedule
Class			

Where					

Computer Keyboarding			
English II					
Science						
Lunch					
U.S. History				
Math						
Tech Cluster					

When		

100					
315					
512					
Cafeteria					
410					
317					
506					

7:30 – 8:30
8:30 – 9:30
9:30 – 10:30
10:30 – 11:30
11:30 – 12:00
12:15 – 1:15
1:15 – 2:15

When does the student need help?
When					

What kind of help		

Who can do it?

In each class, Jody needs help with writing and reading. Jody will record classes directly into
his laptop computer. The computer software can then read it back to him later. He will need a
peer assigned to him to read into his computer (and to Jody) anything that is on the blackboard
or handed out. He will speak into a computer and it will write for him. Teachers will do verbal
tests.

Instructional Assistant Justification Form
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This form must be completed and sent to Special Education Services
at District Office BEFORE the IEP meeting.

Student Name _______________________________________________________________
School ____________________________________________________________

1. Is there a safety concern for self or others?

q Yes

q No

Grade _____________

Date of request ________________

If yes, please describe.

2. Does the student require continual teacher prompts:
during instruction?
q Yes
during independent or group work?
q Yes
q No
If yes, please describe:

q No

3. Does the student require assistance with basic functional skills?
toileting			
q Yes
q No		
dressing			
walking or moving		
q Yes
q No
following basic safety rules
feeding			
q Yes
q No

q Yes
q Yes

4. Does the student require help, prompting or removal from class due to disruptive behaviors? q Yes
If yes, please describe behavior and frequency:
5. Is the student’s performance consistent with his or her ability?
6. Do his/her peers include the student in class activities?
Does the student respond well to peer tutoring/support?

q Yes

q Yes
q Yes

q No
q No
q No

q No

q No
q No

7. Is the student currently getting special instruction in specific academic areas either individually or in small
groups? q Yes
q No If yes, describe:
8. List any interventions or program changes you have tried (e.g., cooperative learning, behavior management
plan, re-grouping within the classroom, pairing with other students) and how they worked.

NOTE: If the Team pre-planning for this student’s IEP meeting is recommending an instructional assistant, please
complete pages 2 and 3 to justify the amount of time needed and the duties of the instructional assistant.

9. If the pre-planning team is recommending this position, should it be job-shared?

q Yes

q No

Why?

10. Which certified teacher will supervise this instructional assistant, if approved? _______________________
11. What skills/training will this instructional assistant need in order to work successfully with this student?
The Special Education Director will arrange a meeting to discuss this form. Who is the contact person?
_______________________________________
		

_________________________

Name/Position					

Phone number

This request for an instructional assistant is ___ approved ___ denied.
________________________________________		
Special Education Director					

___________________
Date

Instructional Assistant Justification Form Page 1 of 3

Activity

Arrival/Time
Period 1/Time
Period 2/Time
Period 3/Time
Period 4/Time
Lunch/Time
Recess/Time
Period 5/Time
Period 6/Time
Period 7/Time
Period 8/Time
Departure/Time

What
student can
do without
assistance

What student
cannot do
and needs
assistnce
with

Student’s Abilities and Assistance Needs
What student
cannot do
and needs
accommodation to
complete

Identify areas to
promote social
acceptance and
how peers will be
used

Identify
areas you
will target for
independence
(should be
identified in IEP)

Instructional Assistant Justification Form Page 2 of 3

Specify
Class
Activity
Identify need
for instructional
assistant

Identify how
independence
will be
encouraged

Plan for Instructional Assistant’s Duties
Identify areas to
increase socialization
(use natural supports,
peers)

Total time needed
for instructional
assistanct
support

Total anticipated
time reduction
in instructional
assistance support
by annual review

Instructional Assistant Justification Form Page 3 of 3

Student Master Schedule
1st period
English III

2nd period

3rd period

4th period

Ralph Jones,
Brianna
Chester

6th period

Jody Phillips, Ralph
Jones,
Brianna
Chester

U.S. History

Ralph Jones Jody Phillips
Jody Phillips

Wellness

Kevin Shaw

Kevin Shaw

Sally Meadows

Ralph Jones

Sally Meadows

Ralph Jones

Kevin Shaw

Culinary Arts

Kevin Shaw

Photography

Kevin Shaw

PE
English I

Kevin Shaw
Brianna
Chester

World Geog.

Brianna
Chester

Speech

Brianna
Chester

Freshman Choir

Sally
Meadows,
Brianna
Chester

English II

Jody Phillips

Tech Cluster
American Gov’t

7th period

Jody Phillips

Physical Science

Art & Design I

5th period
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Ralph Jones

Business Math

Keyboarding

		

Jody Phillips
Sally Meadows

Careers with
Children

Sally Meadows

Child Development

Sally Meadows

Learning Center

Ralph Jones,
Kevin Shaw,
Sally
Meadows

1st lunch

Jody Phillips, Brianna
Chester

2nd lunch

Sally Meadows

3rd lunch

Ralph
Jones,
Kevin Shaw

Sample Staff Schedule
Sue Smith
8:00 - 8:30 am

Lana Lange

1st grade class; 5th grade class;
help John
help with Kenny
James with
Lyon
reading and
math

8:30 - 9:00 am

Tia Adams

Jane Jones

Chris Cross

Judy Babitt

Amy Everly

Learning
Center; set
up materials,
make copies

Toileting and
sensory break
for Teddy Williams in OT
room

Learning
Center,
spelling and
reading with
Ray Rice

Help Susie
Witt off bus
and take her
to 4th grade;
15 minutes
unscheduled

Kindergarten class;
help with
Circle time;
toilet Jamie
West

Take Ray Rice
to 2nd grade
class; help
small group
with reading
aloud; help
with math

Send Teddy
Williams to
class; reading
with Timmy
Stone in 2nd
grade class

Learning
Center
- Wilson
reading with
Jay Jessup
and Elise
Evans

Learning
Center
- math with
Joey Bishop

15 minutes
unscheduled; then
help Jamie
West in kindergarten

9:00 - 9:30 am

9:30 - 10:00 am
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Learning
Planning
Center - small time
groups

1st grade
recess

Planning
time

10:00 - 10:30 am Toileting for
Teddy Williams

Take Ray
Rice, Teddy
Williams,
Jamie West
to nurse for
medications
Specials
with 3rd
grade

2nd grade
recess

Team teaching with Ms.
Hanna
Lunch

Toilet Jamie
West

10:30 - 11:00 am Lunch

Music with 2nd
grade

Art with 3rd
grade

11:00 - 11:30 am Learning
Center - preteach 5th grade
science to
small group

Lunch

15 minutes
unscheduled;
help John
James get his
lunch

Learning Center
- spelling with
Timmy Stone

Computer
time with
Ray Rice in
class

Lunch

11:30 am - 12:00 15 minutes
unscheduled;
John James
- writing

Kindergarten

Lunch

Sensory
break - Jay
Jessup

5th grade
Science with
Kenny Lyon

2nd grade

Lunch

12:00 -12:30 pm

Sensory break
for Mark Ennis

3rd grade
recess

Lunch

Planning
time

Learning
Center Ray
Rice

12:30 - 1:00 pm

Sensory break
for Lucy Willow

Learning
Center for
small groups

15 minutes
unscheduled;
4th grade
for Science/
Social Studies

3rd grade
computer
class

Learning
Center
- small
groups

1:00 - 1:30 pm

5th grade for
Science, Social
Studies

1:30 - 2:00 pm

Toilet Teddy Williams
2nd grade

Unscheduled

2:00 - 2:30 pm

Learning
Center

2:30 - 3:00 pm

3:00 - 3:30 pm

Toilet Teddy
Williams
Bus duty;
Learning
Center

Bus duty; Learning Center

Bus duty;
Learning
Center

Help Teddy
Williams to
bus; Learning
Center

Toilet Jamie
West and
put on bus
Put Susie
Witt on bus;
Learning
Center

Bus duty;
Learning
Center

Grading Definitions and Guidelines

Appendix I

Definitions:
Accommodations:
•
•

Does not change the curriculum
Only changes how students access and express knowledge on a daily basis

Modifications:
•
•

Changes the curriculum
These changes customize the curriculum and expectation of the student’s mastery of
essential skills

Identified essential skills:
•
•
•

The IEP team will determine the essential skills for the class
Identified by AIMS/Terra Nova Testing Program
Identified by Career and Technical Course Competencies

Team that identifies the need for Customized Curriculum:
•

Individual Education Plan Team (IEP)

Members of the team necessary to determine that a student should have a Customized
Curriculum:
•
•
•
•
•
•

LEA representative (Principal, Special Education Services, Director or designee of these
people)
Special education teacher
General education teacher
Parent
Student
Member of the evaluation team

Appendix J

Please fill this out every time ____________________ has a behavior.

Data Collection
1. What was the behavior?

Date: __________

 screamed  hit  bit  kicked  Other _____________
 a.m. 

2. Time of day it happened ___________

p.m.

3. How long did it last? ________
4. Where did it happen? ____________________________________________________________
5. Was anyone hurt? If so, who? ______________________________________________________
What was s/he doing just before it happened? __________________________________________
6. What was the room/area like? (Check all that apply.)
Noise level :  quiet
 usual noise level
 loud  Were any noises different
than normal? (describe) _____________________________________________________

 warm
 cool
 cold
Lighting:
 dark
 usual light  dim lighting
7. General mood of other people:  happy  sad  serious  goofing off
 angry
 upset  nervous
 excited
 quiet  withdrawn
8. His/her mood just before it happened:
 happy  sad
 serious
 acting silly
 angry  upset
 nervous  excited
Temperature:

 hot
 bright

9. What were adults doing when behavior occurred? 						
10. What were children doing when behavior occurred? 					
11. What happened just BEFORE behavior occurred?

 Someone left room (who?__________________________________________________________)
 Someone entered room (who? ______________________________________________________)
 Change in activity from ____________________________ to __________________________.
 Change in what adults were doing from ___________________ to _____________________.
 S/he was told to _________________________________________________________________.
 S/he was told to stop _____________________________________________________________.
 Someone (who? ___________________________) moved
 toward
 away from
him/her.

12. What happened to him/her DURING the behavior? _________________________________

13. What happened AFTER the behavior?





S/he got to STOP doing			

 S/he was taken to ___________

S/he got to START doing 				

14. What was his/her mood after the behavior was over?
loud



sad



angry



happy

 other (describe) _________________________



Quiet

 excited



crying

 bored
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20402 N. 15th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85027
(623) 445-5000

Student:

___________________________________

Date of Assessment: ________________

School: _________________________ Grade: ___ Assessment done by ___________________________

Functional Behavior Assessment
This functional behavior assessment is being done because (check all that apply):

How long does
it last?

How intense is it?

(Date)		

					

What happens to the student afterward?

(Date)

The data below was collected from ____________ to ____________.

q The behavior is severe enough or frequent enough to interfere with the student’s learning.
q The behavior interferes with other student’s learning.
q Traditional supports/interventions/consequences have not worked.
q A change of placement is being considered.
q The school is considering suspending/expelling the student for the 11th day this school year.
Define the problem.

How often does
it happen?

										

Problem Behaviors

Answer key questions.
1. Who is usually there when the behaviors happen?
2. Who is usually there when the behavior does NOT happen?
3. What is usually going on just before the behavior happens?
4. What is usually going on when the behavior does NOT happen?
5. What happens during the behavior to the student? To others?

6. What usually happens after the behavior to the student? To others?

7. Where does the behavior usually happen?
8. Where does the behavior almost never happen?
9. Does the student have the necessary skills to change the behavior?

10. Is the student’s placement appropriate or is it contributing to the behavior?
11. Is the student’s IEP appropriate or are the goals too easy or too hard?
12. List any medications the student is on, dosage and times given. Is behavior part of possible side effects?

Decide what purpose the behavior serves for the student.

The purpose of the behavior may be PLAY if:
It occurs over and over again in a rhythmic or cyclical manner.
It occurs repeatedly when no one else is around.
The student seems to enjoy doing the behavior.
The student seems to be in his or her own world when doing the behavior and
s/he can’t do other things at the same time.

The purpose of the behavior may be SELF-REGULATION if:
It tends to happen over and over again, in a rhythmic or cyclical manner.
It tends to happen when there is either a lot going on in the area or very little
(noise, movement, people).
The student can still do other things at the same time s/he is doing the
behavior.

The purpose of the behavior may be GETTING SOMETHING if:
It happens when you take away a favorite toy, food or activity.
It stops soon after you give the student a toy, food or activity s/he likes or asked
for recently.
It happens when the student asks for a toy, food or activity and can’t have it.

The purpose of the behavior may be ESCAPE/AVOIDANCE if:
It happens when you ask the student to do something that s/he doesn’t like or
want to do.
It stops after you stop “making demands.”

The purpose of the behavior may be ATTENTION if:
It happens when you are not paying attention to the student (you are talking to
someone else, etc.).
It happens when you stop paying attention to the student.

Use the information from the questions on page 2 to think about situations in which the behavior occurs. Are there any consistent patterns? The
checklist below may be helpful. Remember, some behaviors may serve
Checklist
more than one purpose.
The behavior sees to serve the following purpose for the student:
										
										
										
										
										
										
										
										
										
										
										
										
										
										
										
										
										
										
										
										
										
										

Rewards and Consequences

The student needs to be rewarded when they do appropriate behavior. This helps the student learn what it is we want them to be doing. Not all

students respond to the same thing. What does this student see as a reward? Check all that apply:  free time
 something to eat (candy, carrot sticks, popcorn, soft drink, etc.)  time on the computer  video  lavish verbal praise
 high 5s  hugs  book to read  time with a favorite person  playing a game  leading class in an activity
 time alone  stickers  note home  Other _______________________________  Other ___________________________
 Other _________________________________  Other ________________________________

Some students may also need a negative consequence for inappropriate behavior. Remember that what one student sees as negative may
be rewarding to another. Consequences should also be related to the offense. For example, if a student runs away, having time away from class

should not be the consequence as this may give them what they wanted. What does this student see as negative? Check all that apply:  loss of
a privilege
 Can’t be with a favorite person for an activity  Doesn’t earn a promised reward  time away from others  doing the
work over
 doing extra work
 loss of a sticker  earning a “sad” sticker  removal from class
 time alone  note home  cleaning up any mess they made
 paying for property damage
 having to work away from the class (hallway, office, etc.)  giving the reward they might have earned to another student
 Other _________________________________________________  Other _____________________________________________________
 Other _________________________________________________  Other _____________________________________________________

Keep in mind that rewards and consequences get boring to a student and may need to be changed from time to time. Also some students decide they
like the negative consequence and it becomes rewarding to them. Always couple tangible rewards, like food, to verbal praise. Eventually we want the
student to work just for the verbal praise.

Recommendations

																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				

																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				
																				

20402 N. 15th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85027
(623) 445-5000

Student:

___________________________________

Date of Plan: ________________

School: _________________________ Grade: ___ Plan written by ___________________________

Behavior Plan

3. If the problem behavior happens, how will you (or others) react so that it does not feed into the student’s purpose?

Reacting to the behavior (rewards and negative consequences).

2. What other behavior or skills will you (or others) teach the student that will meet his/her purpose in a more acceptable way (e.g., if the student
screams to get attention, how will you give him/her attention before s/he screams)? How will you teach it?

Teaching new behavior.

1. Describe how you will change the situations (who, what, when, where) that seem to be associated with the behavior.

Preventing the behavior.

Appendix L

List any changes that need to be done to help the student succeed:

Evaluating the plan.

This section will be completed no later than _____________ to see how well it is working. Keep in mind that sometimes changing how we react
may temporarily cause the behaviors to increase. This is because if the behavior used to get the student what s/he wanted, s/he will try harder to
make it work for her/him again.
1. Was the plan followed consistently?
2. How successful was it at preventing the behavior?
3. How successful was it at teaching new behaviors?
4. How successful were you (or others) at reacting differently to the behavior?
5. Do you still feel the theory about the purpose of the behavior was correct?
6. What positive changes have you seen?
7. What areas of the plan do you need to continue to work on using as planned?
8. What areas of the plan need to be changed?

People involved in developing the plan:

Individual and Relationship to Student

																					
																					
																					
																					
																					
																					
																					
																					
																					
																					
																					
																					
																					
																					
																					
																					
																					
																					
																					
																			
For students in special education:
When did the IEP Team approve the Behavior Plan? Date: _______________________
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Additional Resources
Principals!
We have many resources in Special
Education Services at the District Office.
Please contact us if you have questions
or need information or help. We want to
support you in your efforts to reach high
expectations for all of your students.
Deer Valley Unified School District
Special Education Services
20402 N. 15th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85027
(623) 445-5000

Working with schools
to make education
successful for all students

More Than Shared Classrooms: Educating
Kids with and without Disabilities Together
Successfully by M. Remus and B. Adcock.
The steps for making inclusive education a
successful reality.
Differentiated Curriculum
How to Differentiate Instruction in Mixed-Ability Classrooms by C. Tomlinson - Explore
proven ideas for how to match instructional
approaches to the readiness, interests, and
talents of all students.
Leadership for Differentiating Schools and
Classrooms by C. Tomlinson and S. Allan.
Learn the fundamental principles that support differentiation and guide you through
the process of moving schools and districts
toward differentiated classrooms.
Succeeding with Standards: Linking Curriculum, Assessment and Action Planning by J.
Carr and D. Harris. - How to improve academic performance for all students (see web
site at www.ascd.org).
Teaching Exceptional Children, Vol. 33 No. 4
March/April 2001 - Articles on reading readiness for kindergarteners, gifted students with
ADHD and communicating effectively.

Accommodations and Modifications
A Reflective Decision-Making Process for
Designing Curricular Adaptations by UdvariSolner, Frentz and Keeler.
How Difficult Can This Be? (FAT City) by
Richard Levoie - Video on teaching strategies
for students with learning disabilities.
Including Students with Severe and Multiple
Disabilities in Typical Classrooms by Downing.

Positive Behavior Supports
Albin, R.W. Dunlap, G., & Lucyshyn, J.M.
(2002). Collaborative research with families on
positive behavior support.
Algozzine, B., & Kay, P. (Eds.). (2002) Preventing problem behaviors: A handbook of
successful prevention strategies.
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Anderson, C.M., & Freeman, K.A. (2000).
Positive behavior support: Expanding the application of applied behavior analysis.
Davidson, D. (October 10, 2001). Arizona
positive behavior support program: Helping
caregivers improve the behavior of individual
children and adults with developmental disabilities. (http://nau.edu/~ihd/positive/)
Bambara, L.M. (2002). Are you a behaviorist or
a bonder? Smashing artificial dichotomies and
entering into a dialogue of shared knowledge
and multiple perspectives.
Bambara, L.M., Gomez, O., Koger, F.,
Lohrmann S.O., & Xin, Y.P. (2001). More than
techniques: Team members’ perspectives on
implementing positive supports for adults with
severe challenging behaviors.
Barry, L.M., & Santarelli, G.E. (2000). Making
it work at school and home: A need based
collaborative, across settings, behavioral intervention.
Beach Center on Families and Disability
(1998). What research says: Understanding
challenging behavior. University of Kansas,
Lawrence, KS: author.
Bishop, K.D., & Jubala, K.A. (1995). Positive
behavior support strategies.

Carr, E.G., Horner, R.H., Turnbull, A.P., Marquis, J.G., McLaughlin, D.M., McAtee, M.L.,
Smith, C.E., Ryan, K.A., Ruef, M.B., Doolabh,
A., & Braddock, D. Positive behavior support
for people with developmental disabilities: A
research synthesis.
Chen, D., Downing, J.E., & Peckham-Hardin,
K.D. (2002). Working with families of diverse
cultural and linguistic backgrounds: Considerations for culturally responsive positive behavior support.
Clarke, S., Worcester, J., Dunlap, G., & Murray, M., & Bradley-Klug, K. (2002). Using multiple measures to evaluate positive behavior
support: A case example.
Dadson, S., & Horner, R. (1993). Manipulating
setting events to decrease problem behaviors. TEACHING Exceptional Children, 25,
53-55.
Dalrymple, N. (1993). Competencies for people teaching individuals with autism and other
pervasive developmental disorders.
Dunlap, G., & Fox, L. (1999). Teaching students with autism.
Dunlap, G., Hieneman, M., Knoster, T., Fox,
L., Anderson, J., & Albin, R.W. (2000). Essential elements of inservice training in positive
behavior support.

Boulware, G.L., Schwartz, I., & McBride, B.
(1999). Addressing challenging behaviors at
home: Working with families to find solutions.

Dunlap, G., & Koegel, R.L. (2002). Editorial.
Journal of Positive Behavior Interventions.

Buggey, T. (1999). Look! I’m on TV!: Using videotaped self-modeling to change behavior.

Dunlap, G., Newton, S., Fox, L., Benito, N.,
& Vaughn, B. (2001). Family involvement in
functional assessment and positive behavior
support.

Carr, E.G. The evolution of applied behavior
analysis into positive behavior support. Carr,
E.G., Dunlap, G., Horner, R.H., Koegel, R.L., Turnbull, A.P., Sailor, W., Anderson, J.L., Albin, R.W.,
Koegel, L.K., & Fox, L. (2002). Positive behavior
support: Evolution of an applied science.

ERIC clearinghouse on disabilities and gifted
education. (http://ericec.org/faq/behavdis.
html)
ERIC/OSEP Special Project (Fall 1997).
School-wide behavioral management sys-
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tems. Research Connections in Special Education, Number 1, 1-8.
Falvey, M.A. (Ed.). (1995). Inclusive and heterogeneous schooling: Assessment, curriculum, and instruction.
Fitzsimmons, M. (November 1998). Functional behavioral assessment and behavior
intervention plans. ERIC/OSEP Digest E571.
Reston, VA: ERIC Clearinghouse on Disabilities and Gifted Education.
Fox, L., Benito, N., & Dunlap, G. (2002). Early
intervention with families of young children
with autism and behavior problems.
Fox, L., Dunlap, G., & Cushing, L. (2002).
Early intervention, positive behavior support,
and transition to school.
Fox, L., Vaughn, B.J., & Dunlap, G. (2002). Research partnership: One family’s experience
with positive behavior support.
Fox, L., Vaughn, B.J., Wyatte,-M.L., & Dunlap,
G. (2002). We can’t expect other people to
understand: Family perspectives on problem
behavior.

Kincaid, D., Chapman, C., Shannon, P., Schall,
C., & Harrower, J.K. (2002). Families and the
Tri-State Consortium for Positive Behavior
Support: A unique collaboration for people
with challenging behavior.
Kincaid, D., & Fox, L. (2002). Person-centered
planning and positive behavior support.
Kincaid, D., Knoster, T., Harrower, J.K., Shannon, P., & Bustamante, S. Measuring the impact of positive behavior support.
Koegel, L.K., Koegal, R.L., & Dunlap, G.
(Eds.). (1996). Positive behavior support: Including people with difficult behavior in the
community.
Lewis, T.J., Powers, L.J., Kelk, M.J., & Newcomer, L.L. (2002). Reducing problem behaviors on the playground: An investigation of the
application of school-wide positive behavior
supports.
Linehan, P. (2000). Statewide behavior initiatives. Quick turn around (QTA) Forum.
Lucyshyn, J.M. (1996). An experimental and
descriptive analysis of positive behavioral
support with a family of a child with severe
disabilities and problem behaviors.

Gable, R.A., Sugai, G., Lewis, T., Nelson, J.R.,
Cheney, D., Safran, S.P., & Safran, J.S. Individual and systemic approaches to collaboration
and consultation on behalf of students with
emotional/behavioral disorders.

Lucyshyn, J.M., Albin, R.W., & Nixon, C.D.
(2002). Family implementation of comprehensive behavioral support: An experimental,
single case analysis.

Hedeen, D.L., & Ayres, B.J. (1998). Creating
positive behavior support plans for students
with significant behavioral challenges.

Lucyshyn, J.M., Dunlap, G., & Albin, R.W.
(Eds.). (2002). Families and positive behavior
support: Addressing problem behavior in family contexts.

Horner, R. Positive behavior supports.
Kamps, D.M., Ellis, C., Mancina, C., Wyble, J.,
Greene, L., & Harvey, D. (1995). Case studies using functional analysis for young
children with behavior risks. Education and
Treatment of Children, 18, 243-260.

Lucyshyn, J.M., Horner, R.H., Dunlap, G., Albin, R.W., & Ben, K.R. (2002). Positive behavior support with families.
Lucyshyn, J.M., Kayser, A. T., Irvin, L.K., &
Blumberg, E.R. Functional assessment and
positive behavior support at home with fami-
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lies: Designing effective and contextually appropriate behavior support plans.
Magito-Mclaughlin, D. (2000). Remediating
social systems: Rapport as a setting event for
severe problem behavior.
Magito-Mclaughlin, D., Mullen-James, K.,
Ryan, K.A., & Carr, E.G. (2002). Best practices: Finding a new direction for Christos.
Marquis, J.G., Horner, R.H., Carr, E.G., Turnbull, A.P., Thompson, M., Behrens, G.A.,
Magito-McLaughlin, D., McAtee, M.L., Smith,
C.E., Ryan, K.A., & Doolabh, A. A meta-analysis of positive behavior support.
Metzler, C.W., Biglan, A., Rusby, J.C., &
Sprague, J.R. (2001). Evaluation of a comprehensive behavior management program to improve school-wide positive behavior support.
Morin, J.E. Winning over the resistant teacher.
Murray, M., Clarke, S., & Worcester, J. A
teacher’s perspective of using PBS in a classroom for a girl with multiple disabilities.
National Technical Assistance Center on
Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS). The Center has been established
by the Office of Special Education Programs,
US Department of Education to give schools
capacity-building information and technical assistance for identifying, adapting, and
sustaining effective school-wide disciplinary
practices. http://www.pbis.org/main.htm
Ohio’s Special Education Regional Resource
Center Network (SERRCs). NEOSCRRC: Positive behavior support
(http://www.neoserrc.k12.oh.us/PBS-Behavior.
pdf).

Santelli, B., Ginsberg, C., Sullivan, S., & Niederhauser, C. (2002). A collaborative study of
parent to parent programs: Implications for
positive behavior support.
Singer, G.H.S., Goldberg-Hamblin, S.E., Peckham-Hardin, K.D., Barry, L., & Santarelli, G.E.
Toward a synthesis of family support practices
and positive behavior support.
Smith, S.W., & Daunic, A.P. (2002). Using conflict resolution and peer mediation to support
positive behavior.
Snell, M.E. Strengthening the focus on problem contexts.
Sugai, G. 1996). Providing effective behavior
support to all students: Procedures and
processes. SAIL, 11(1), 1-4.
Sugai, G. & Horner, R. H. (2002) Introduction
to the special series on positive behavior support in schools.
Taylor-Greene, S., Brown, D., Nelson, L.,
Longton, J., Gassman, T., Cohen, J., Swartz,
J., Horner, R., Sugai, G., & Hall, S. (1997).
School-wide behavioral support: Starting
the year off right. Journal of Behavioral Education, 7, 99-112.
Todd, A., Haugen, L., Anderson, K., &
Spriggs, M. (2002). Teaching recess: Low-cost
efforts producing effective results.
Turnbull, A., Edmonson, H., Griggs, P., Wickham, D., Sailor, W., Freeman, R., Guess, D.,
Lassen, S., McCart, A., Park, J., Riffel, L., Turnbull, R., & Warren, J. (2002). A blueprint for
schoolwide positive behavior support: Implementation of three components.

Rao, S., & Kalyanpur, M. Promoting homeschool collaboration in positive behavior support.

Turnbull, H. R., Turnbull, A. P., & Wilcox, B.
L. (2002). Family interests and positive behavior support: Opportunities under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.

Reid, D.H. (2000). Enhancing the applied utility of functional assessment.

Turnbull, A.P., & Ruef, M. (1997). Family perspectives on inclusive lifestyle issues for
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individuals with problem behavior. Exceptional Children, 63, 211-227.
Vaughn, B.J., Wilson, D., & Dunlap, G. (2002).
Family-centered intervention to resolve problem behaviors in a fast-food restaurant.
Wacker, D.P., & Berg, W.K. (2002). PBS as a
service delivery system.
Warger, C. (1999). Positive behavior support
and functional assessment.
Weigle, K.L. (1997). Positive behavior support
as a model for promoting educational inclusion.
Contact Student Support Services Coordinators for assistance with behavioral issues.

Teacher Evaluation
Bateman, D. & Bateman, F. (2001). A principal’s guide to special education. Arlington,
VA: Council for Exceptional Children.

Teaching Strategies
Teaching Every Student in the Digital Age:
Universal Design for Learning by David H.
Rose and Anne Meyer - A practical, researchbased framework for responding to individual learning differences and a blueprint for
the modern redesign of education. (Also see
their website at www.cast.org).
Teaching Students with Mental Retardation:
Providing Access to the General Curriculum
by Wehmeyer, Sands, Knowlton and Kozclski.

A Toolkit for Charting the Course

Special Education Services

